Great complexity is our strength
With over fifty years' experience in steel constructions, Bladt Industries has developed a solid experience of the execution of complex steel constructions from buildings to bridges.

Our reference list is long and it covers projects, which may include grid structures with long spans, double curved designs and complex technical joints. Each project is executed with steady progress from start to delivery.

Over the years, we have participated in a wide range of projects from turnkey and main contracts to sub-contracts. We, At Bladt Industries, know that steel has unique properties and can be used for many purposes. We do not, therefore, allow ourselves to be restricted but let the ideas come in close cooperation with the client.

We are strongly positioned in highly complex construction steel contracts because it is precisely here that our experience is expressed.

Soil, Concrete and Steel
We have a great deal of experience in the execution of all types of contracts. Our technically competent project managers manage both main and turnkey contracts, where soil, foundation and concrete work comprise an important part of the contract.

With our many years of experience in the construction industry and a large network of subcontractors, we are able to optimize each process in the project to our customers' advantage.

Quality in Focus
Over the years, we have delivered construction steel for large as well as smaller projects. Each project is characterized by the fact that huge demands are made on competencies, project management and quality.

Our competencies are continually strengthened for each project we deliver and we constantly extend our horizon. We take pride in delivering a product of the highest quality and, throughout the whole project, we are in close dialogue with the client, the client’s consultants and contractors in order to ensure a successful implementation of the client’s project.

Contact us
For further information contact us and let us discuss your next project.

Division Manager Kim Bringsjord - kbr@bladt.dk, +45 21 71 43 31 or

WE PROVIDE
› Buildings
› Airports
› Stadiums
› Power Stations
› Shopping Centres
› Music and Theatre Buildings
› Gangways and Walkways
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